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Graduate and Professional Student Senate Executive Meeting Minutes September 28, 2016 | HUB 303 Session 3



Members Present: GPSS President Soh Yeun (Elloise) Kim GPSS Vice President of Internal Affairs Sarah Loeffler GPSS Vice President of External Affairs James Moschella GPSS Treasurer Michealla Rogers GPSS Secretary Randy Siebert GPSS Executive Senator Joseph Telegen GPSS Executive Senator Erin Firth GPSS Executive Senator Laura Taylor GPSS Executive Senator Kelly Edwards GPSS Executive Senator Jennifer Kirk ASUW Director of Internal Policy Taylor Beardall



1. Call to Order 5:32 PM



1. Approval of the Agenda



5:33 PM



Sarah Loeffler moves to add the graduate school liaison and the ASUW liaison to the officer reports. Michaella Rogers seconds. James Moschella moves to approve agenda as amended. Joeseph Telegen seconds.



2. Approval of the Minutes Joseph Telegen moves to approve minutes. Sarah Loeffler seconds.



5:34 PM



3. Guillermo Rogel: WSA



5:35 PM



WSA=Washington Student Association, there are 11 different school in the association Guillermo Rogel Wants to give an overview of the organization, his role in the organization, and how it can benefit GPSS. Also, wants to help GPSS understand what [political] climate they will be facing in the Olympia. WSA wants to set a standard bar for services that are offered on different campuses so that campuses lacking in a particular service can aim to reach that standard. WSA goal is to be able to tell students that no matter what campus they go to they will know what kind of services they will receive, and they don’t have to worry about it. WSA role is to connect grassroots organizing to legislative action. WSA has recurring board meetings, each campus is WSA coalition gets a chance to host a meeting. WSA wants to help campuses elevate campus specific resolutions, and student led initiatives to legislative level. Especially wants to include GPSS in the process so they can voice graduate student concerns in Olympia. WSA wants to give students room to grow their activism to policy change on their campus. What WSA does: First part of the year is to educate people about the work that WSA does and Also, when WSA makes a big voter registration push. First step is to register students to vote and second step is reminding students to vote. After Oct. 10th deadline WSA focuses on GOTV (Get Out to Vote) where they encourage students to vote. WSA has a presence in Olympia, they have an office they use throughout the year. All the DOLA (Director of Legislative Affairs) from campuses around the state come to Olympia and work as full time lobbyist for student issues. WSA meets frequently to talk about individual issues that will be put on the main agenda to be pushed for that year. WSA Also, has internal committee with specific projects that they focus on in each of the committees. Five different committees this year: Sexual assault prevention and education, Affordability, Diversity, Open source textbooks, and Finance. Committees on diversity and finance are the most flushed out the others still need to develop their charter. Diversity ensures that students on campus are represented no matter how they identify as, wants to make sure WSA is representative of the students attending University. Affordability wants to ensure that when students are on campus their paycheck isn’t going straight just to their basic needs. Sexual Assault prevention and education is working at the criminal justice level and Also, wants to figure out how to support survivors. Committee on open source textbook aims to make online open source versions of textbooks that are generally used in courses available to students, failed last year in State Legislature. Committee on finance aims to find different funding opportunities to support WSA.



Recent victories for WSA: Redirecting state lottery revenues to fund higher education financial aid. Retain work study for the state need grant, state-matched funding for on campus child-care (access, affordability, and accessibility), zero budget cuts to Higher Education in 2012, 2014 passing dream act, 2015 tuition reduction 5%-15%, 2016 making sure state need grant is actually funding students that are eligible for it. WSA is in draft mode for upcoming legislative agenda right now, legislative session doesn’t start until January. On legislative agenda right now is: college affordability, consumer protection with student loan bill of rights (making sure students aren’t subject to predator lenders), Open Source textbooks, Voter registration accessibility, Financial Assistance for childcare, EBT on college campuses, Student Trustee empowerment, Finding new dedicated revenue sources, Tuition freeze, Reduced Recidivism through post-secondary education, Disability workgroup, support for survivors of sexual assault. Joseph Telegen Does WSA have its own Board of Regents? (No) Does WSA push for voter turnout for campus specific elections? (WSA doesn’t work on campus specific voter registration/turnout right now, WSA does want to get together to figure out what best practices are for campus specific voter turnout.) James Moschella Can connect Joseph with Gulliermo. Guillermo Rogel WSA wants to offer training to campuses on voter registration and campaign initiative planning, volunteer recruitment and planning, critical analysis of policy planning (like a debrief). The above is Gulliermo’s role. What are some ways WSA can help GPSS? Kelly Edwards Is there a UW Seattle student on your board? (Yes, there are two, James and an undergrad) Jennifer Kirk Did you set up a time to talk to the ASUW board of directors with this presentation? (No, but Gulliermo has been in contact with the association through voter registration so this presentation is something that they will get.) James Moschella What can a representative of WSA or a regular graduate student do to get better student involvement in WSA? (Connect them to Gulliermo when he is on campus, or offline. Gulliermo wants to provide an avenue for students to the GPSS so they know it’s a resource available to them and that they have a statewide resource in WSA.) Guillermo Rogel WSA legislative agenda is not done yet, will be finalized in November at general assembly at Central, so if GPSS has any input make sure to let Gulliermo know through James. Joseph Telegen Is there communication between WSA and different campuses in regards to drafting of statewide legislative agenda and campus specific legislative agendas? (At each board meeting in October and November WSA hopes each campus comes with their own updates to the legislative agenda.)



Elloise Kim Can you send the presentation to James [directed at Gulliermo] and he will distribute it to everyone? (Yes) GPSS Thanks Gulliermo and Gulliermo exits.



4. Senate Meeting Re-Structure



5:59 PM



Elloise Kim Senate Meeting Re-Structure was made through an officer meeting (which will happen weekly this year) because some Senators expressed that they feel overwhelmed by the abundance of information given in a meeting when they are not familiar with information about campus issues and policies. Some Senators feel like they cannot be a part of the conversation. However, there is regular business that needs to run at the meetings and there are only 14/15 maximum GPSS executive meetings in a year. However, there are only 11 meetings that the Senate can run fully without other business. One meeting is dedicated to introducing Senators, one meeting is dedicated to officer elections in spring, and the last meeting of the year will be closure and saying goodbye. So in order to make meetings more effective Officers have thought about how meetings are run and whether they are really meaningful, effective, and meet needs of Senators that are attending. Elloise would like to hear the Executive Senators thoughts on the ReStructure. Guest speakers (the title of spotlight may be omitted in the future) will continue with up to two guest speakers in each meeting. GPSS will try to invite someone who closely works with GPSS or some campus resource partners that students can benefit from so the Senators can be informed about the resources they can utilize and then deliver the information to their constituents and Also, have the chance to meet people like the WSA representative. Senators may not necessarily have a chance to meet resources when they come to the HUB for the weekly meetings. Resolutions will continue as usual. “Good of the Order” will continue but with a different structure. There are Also, plans to have a Senator’s Corner that gives a chance for the Senators to explain what they do, and what their program does, this section would last up to 5 minutes. We have a limited number of meetings so not all programs will get to be showcased in Senator’s Corner but Elloise believes it will be meaningful. Also, the Officer Report could be more substantial. Currently, the Officer’s Report has a lot of acronyms and a lot of information is given at once. Regular Senators are having a hard time following and understanding what the Officers do. So the solution is to produce one Officer Report summary for each Officer for each meeting. The slide will be submitted to the Secretary ahead of the meeting so that the slides can be included in the PowerPoint used for the meeting as a better way to deliver information. In regards to the Good of the Order, last year the Good of the Order was created as a free space for Senators to talk about any agendas or interests they had in mind if they usually felt unsure of Parli Pro wording and how to use it during regular business. However, in the last part or the 2015-2016 school year the Good of the Order time was made into an extended announcements



time. So while the purpose remains, the segment is not always fruitful. So we might want to change the Good of the Order to have more structure. Laura Taylor the Senate has a problem with attrition of Senators as the Senate meeting progresses. There is a mass exodus of Senators, so things like Good of the Order tend to not happen till the very end when the more dedicated Senators are there anyway. Those Senators are already working on resolutions and doing things. So in regards to the way Good of the Order was previously presented, it was not used in the way it was meant to be used. Michaella Rogers Officers did have a brief conversation about readjusting the Good of the Order segments in meetings. She thinks this is something more people would be interested in if they were there for the segment because it is conversation not just sitting and listening. So there were thoughts about having it earlier in the meeting to reach a discussion then if there is something that people want to have a larger discussion on, the Senate can come back to the topic in the next meeting and have a full discussion item on that topic. Joseph Telegen Is what’s being discussed about whether Good of the Order would be more about Parli Pro and how to communicate successfully during meetings and less about freeform conversation about the health of the organization? He thinks last year Good of the Order was seen through the perspective of how the organization can use it to strengthen the vibe. Elloise Kim The Good of the Order time can be used to give Senators a chance to participate in meetings as well as… James Moschella It’s the opinion of the officers that there is not enough substantive discussion about real life issues on campus during Senate Meetings. Good of the Order was originally designed to do that but last year it didn’t really accomplish that as much as we found satisfactory. The proposal is to rename and restructure Good of the Order with a new identity to allow Senators at the beginning of the meeting, rather than the end, to have discussions that aren’t just discussion items. In regular Senate meetings (Washington State Senate) Senators present what they have been working on or present ideas they have to better the state. Officers want to encourage the same thing from GPSS Senators. Elloise Kim The ultimate idea is to utilize Good of the order time as a constructive and fruitful conversation while respecting that this time is for Senators to feel comfortable speaking up about any agendas, related to their graduate student life, that they may want to talk about. We need to give more specific direction as to what the purpose of the Good of the Order time is. Sarah Loeffler To clarify the idea is that this is something that will have been prepared ahead of time, submitted with the agenda, someone specifically has a presentation or five minutes they want to talk about something on campus probably related to GPSS. So it’s not just an off the cuff conversation happening where again it’s at the end of the meeting and it blends together with Officer Reports and Announcements. So it’s something that may not happen in this way every meeting, but when it does happen it is really meaningful to other Senators that are there Laura Taylor That might discourage people who didn’t want to fully present something ahead of time, or that don’t have something that is a fully formed idea but just want to get thoughts



from people. She thinks off the cuff conversations should Also, be a use of that time, although presentations do have value. James Moschella The Senate can open that up as an option and can allow both presentations and Officers can come with items of their own in the event that there is nothing to discuss. Joseph Telegen He has two things. First he suggests that the name Good of the Order be changed to New Business it’s a frequent parliamentary term for that kind of time and it suggests new things are being put forward. Also, he wants to steer the conversation back to whether people are feeling ostracized because of parliamentary procedure part or not. Also, whether meetings should be structured in the beginning of the year to include that part. Kelly Edwards Distinguishing Good of the Order from Announcements is good and it would be good to have a single slide per person who wants to talk during the Good of the Order time because its provides good structure. Elloise Kim Everyone sees the value of Good of Order. Maybe we can encourage Senators who have business to present to submit a slide (doesn’t have to be well developed or thorough) as a way to initiate conversation. At the same time, we can leave space for anyone who can think of something to add on the spot during the Good of Order time. I think the time can be balanced out by allowing a mixture of pre-submitted slides with off the cuff conversation with disregard for how well versed a Senator is in parliamentary procedure. Michaella Rogers We should nail down exactly what is expected from Good of the Order time and make it clear. Kelly Edwards What’s in announcements? Elloise Kim Announcements will be continued as one of the agendas. It was a great chance for anyone with any events to speak up. I see the value of it but it can get really long and towards the end of the meeting people want to leave. Also, when people get into specifics of events it can be hard to follow announcements. That’s why the information was collected by the Senate Secretary and sent out the following day. So maybe we don’t need to do Announcements in meeting and rather have people send Announcements to Secretary unless there is an extremely immediate event that has to be known to Senators right away. People can Also, submit announcements to the Senate Secretary after the meeting to be announced on time in a more time economic way. OVERVIEW: Up to two guest’s speakers, officer reports made with slides, and Good of the Order will be an open discussion but with the encouragement to submit agenda in advance. Possibly a Senators Corner that would be five minutes long. Resolutions is something we still need to talk about. Jennifer Kirk Was wondering if something similar to announcements can be done with Officer Reports. Instead of saying all of the reports in the meeting have detailed emails sent out before the meeting and during the meeting just touch on things that are most important. That is another point in the agenda that tends to drag. The emails can be sent out with the agendas.



Sarah Loeffler With a lot of these changes we want to utilize our new website and social media. So instead of blasting people with emails we can use social media and the website to condense information in an easy to access place. So she suggests we use technology on hand to make information easier to access James Moschella Would it be easier to have an officer report distributed as a slide? Then Officers can report abridged version and the report can be sent out to everyone. Jennifer Kirk Often felt like before she was an Executive Senator she didn’t know where the agenda came from or why the items were issues. Never understood why GPSS was doing what they were doing. Believes lots of Senators would feel more engaged if they understood why certain topics were being tackled. Minutes aren’t often read. Also, when there is an agenda coming up a brief description in that email about the things that will be talked about and why it will help Senators feel more engaged. Erin Firth Sending out informational items in emails will be important. For officer reports it would be nice to have PDF document with reports that are easy to pull out. Elloise Kim Slides are more practical because PDFs take more time. Also, many people don’t read minutes therefore they will at least check the PowerPoint. Also, PowerPoints would contain guest speaker presentations as well which would make everything easier to access in one area. Erin Firth Having a preemptive list of things that are going on vs things that are being presented at the meeting is useful for Senators who want to be more engaged. Joseph Telegen We should encourage people to stop by Executive meetings, big chunk of what happens in GPSS happens in this meeting. So it would be good to open up this meeting for people to learn more about what GPSS does. Sarah Loeffler Talked about doing twice a quarter open house that all Senators are welcome to, all officers would be there, and all graduates are welcome. It would be in the GPSS office. There would be refreshments and would be a time for new Senators to engage with officers and invite Senators to be in meetings. It’s another opportunity for more meaningful engagement and to cut back on time wasted. Erin Firth She likes Sarah’s ideas. I think cutting the meeting on that day short by 30 minutes on both ends and supplementing it with an open house would be good. Sarah Loeffler Also, instead of having big meetings with catered food, this year on the last meeting of every quarter we want to have a reception and cut the meeting short. Bring everyone to the office that wants to come and have better food and alcohol. Our goal is to have more opportunities for people to engage with officers on a more personal level. Open houses would happen a couple of times per quarter. Elloise Kim Outside of Senate Meetings Officers have revamped committees, which is why lots of committees have been taken out of the bylaws and put into memorandum form. They are now more flexible. It is another channel where we can work with Senators in graduate schools in a more intimate way.



Erin Firth Front loading meetings is good in general but we tend to front load our guests so we have to be careful. Elloise Kim Yes, I think guests should be first no matter what because we cannot ask them to come very late. Unless they have to come later. Joseph Telegen There is a parliamentary thing we can do if there is a difficulty with frontloading. We can interrupt a given business anytime to fit a speaker in. We shouldn’t be presumptuous about having speaker any time but we should not give up on front loading business to accommodate speakers. Elloise Kim When resolutions start to come in, we can have guest speakers first, then action items which needs quorum, then we can have discussion/information items. It’s not best schedule but it’s hard to keep quorum throughout a meeting. Erin Firth Its Also, a matter of courtesy to guests to give them a solid set time that they can plan on. Josepeh Telegen I wasn’t in contradiction of frontloading guests but there is a procedural way to work around a conflict if we frontloaded guests and business. Elloise Kim I hear you, when there is more concern about our business maybe we can prioritize that however beyond that most guests come from campus offices and it’s hard to ask them to stay long for this meeting. So maybe we can plan to have guest speakers frontloaded but when there’s an urgent agenda we can prioritize business. Michaella Rogers we plan well on the fly we can move things around. Officers Also, talked about better time keeping, because when things get extended a lot it’s hard to keep track of the meeting. Elloise Kim Also, as secretary I pushed to make the spotlight time more reasonable because it used to be 5 minutes and it always went over. For Guest spotlight we can max out at 15 minutes for each guest speakers. Erin Firth Suggests taking break. (Everyone agrees)



5.



Memorandum on GPSS Resolution Submission Process Policy 6:30 PM



Randy Siebert Last Year Resolutions got confusing and it was hard to stick with a timeline. So this year it would be best to set a solid resolution calendar for when to get drafts done and turned into Randy.



Elloise. Almost done with website that implements clicker voting for legislative action, so we can use that system as well. MEMORANDUM ON GPSS RESOLUTION SUBMISSION PROCESS POLICY WAS REVIEWED. Elloise Kim Nothing has changed since last year but its written in words, it will be uploaded on the website. Also, there will be an easier to follow visual calendar made as well. Randy Siebert During Senate meetings wants to limit talk of grammar and syntax and leave that up to authors of resolution. Doesn’t want to waste too much time on small grammar things. Elloise Kim Goal is to use main discussion time on content amendments not grammar amendments Jennifer Kirk During final resolution discussion grammar debates mainly came up. Randy Siebert Idea is the resolution will be up on board and changes can be made quickly in real time but preferably grammar will be worked on before meeting by author. Elloise Kim If grammar issue changes meaning of resolution significantly then we can discuss it but if there are smaller grammar things then it can be dealt with outside of the senate meetings. If a resolution is too poorly written in the first round, then secretary can communicate with them to make a more refined version. If still bad in final version secretary can table it. Joseph Telegen Thinks memorandum is great. Should there be a conversation about quantity of resolutions per meeting? Elloise Kim It was not a part of the resolutions but Officers had substantial conversation about limiting resolutions per meeting to two unless it is really important. Joseph Telegen Are you talking about two total resolutions in a meeting or two first readings? James Moschella Good question, we need to talk about that. First readings are more taxing than others. Joseph Telegen We don’t want to introduce two brand new resolutions at once. Elloise Kim Hopefully two might be reasonable and if more resolutions are there then we can do three. Laura Taylor More than two resolutions is overwhelming. If we want Senators to really be informed, we shouldn’t make them do more than two at a time. Elloise Kim Even when there is one resolution Senators may not read the resolution. Laura Taylor You are asking a lot out of Senators if we have more than 2 resolutions per meeting. Joeseph Telegen Are you saying two total resolutions discussed per meeting?



Laura Taylor I think two is best. Jennifer Kirk Depends on what the resolution is about some topics are more contentious than others but it’s hard to tell what will be contentious. Also, at the beginning of the year we have a resolution drought then at the end of the year many resolutions come in. Is there a way to frontload Senate business to free up more time for resolutions? If there was Senate business that can be done earlier in the year to free up more time during resolution season would be good. Kelly Edwards Frontloading guests so that earlier in the year Senators can learn what’s going on, on campus then leaving the meetings at the end of the year to be just Senate business may help. Jennifer Kirk Good point. It’s helpful to know about resources on campus at beginning of year. Elloise Kim Personally agrees with having 2 resolutions per meeting and that people can be tired after hearing heavy loaded issues. Resolutions are often items that get the most time extensions in meetings. It might be nice to do more guest speaker in beginning of the year and more business at the end of the year during meetings. Laura Taylor One problem noticed last year is sometimes there were very similar resolutions that come at the same time. Is there some sort of platform to show what is currently in the works so that resolutions aren’t super similar? Elloise Resolutions can come at any time and its undemocratic to say a particular resolution cannot be presented. However, when there is overlap in resolutions we can connect them with other Officers to collaborate. Often resolutions come in last minute and it’s hard to say no. Jennifer Kirk There is a bigger problem, people don’t always advertise what they are interested in. Different groups work on different things separately and they may have similar interests. It would be good to have platform where common interests can be found. Joseph Telegen I think this conversation is very good, some of the problems we have last year will be easily solved because we have a record of saying two Resolutions. One note about democratic practices. It is important not to overregulate extension of time for resolutions. They have parliamentary right to extend time. Michaella Rogers We Also, have right to table discussion, we aren’t’ trying to say we shouldn’t extend time but rather that we want to manage time better. Erin Firth Can’t find anything referencing the template (that will be provided to people making resolutions), mentioned in the meeting, in the memorandum that was handed out. Randy Siebert Just got an email about that right before the meeting so that’s why its not included.



6. Executive Senator Responsibilities



6:40 PM



Elloise Kim Understanding the role and duties of Executive Senators. We are going to have two new Executive Senators this fall. One will be elected in the second meeting of this quarter. Jen will be stepping down soon, when we figure out when we will plan another election for her replacement as well. It’s good to have a shared understanding of duties and roles of Executive Senators. Sarah Loeffler Want to open up dialogue and give Executive Senators a chance to talk about why they are here and what they think their role is. Erin Firth Traditionally Executive Senators have been a check and balance on officers Also, are representatives of the Senate as whole to Officers. Elected but unpaid representatives of the whole Senate body. Also, they provide a filter of sorts from the graduate body to the Senate. Also, they coordinate historical knowledge. A Senator’s job turnover is less frequent than an Officer’s job turnover. Laura Taylor My impression is that Executive Senators worked as behind the scenes Senate members that take care of less important business and take care of the agenda. Acting on behalf of Officers in their absence. However, she is not entirely aware of responsibilities. Erin Firth Responsibilities of the Executive Senators are not really defined. Sarah Loeffler The point of this discussion is they are not defined. Jennifer Kirk Had a similar impression to Laura at first then started to have Erin’s impression over time. At my first meeting, was surprised Executive Senators had so much on their plates. Erin Firth Executive Senators often are the ones pegged to serve on other committees. Jennifer Kirk Executive Senators serve as counter point to Officers. Be mindful that programs that don’t participate in the Executive Senate should be able to participate without taking too much of a time commitment. Joseph Telegen Executive Senators are the frontline of volunteerism for the Senate, they are the ones doing the most. Our job is to encourage volunteerism amongst the rank and file Senators. Jennifer Kirk Once you become an Executive Senator other Senators talk to you more. Officers are usually busy getting set up and prepared for meetings and Executive Senators are usually in Senate body, that is a good time to make regular Senators feel heard and included. Erin Firth Executive Senators actually have a vote, which is why usually there is the same number of Executive Senators as Officers to keep Officer in line. Elloise Kim Overview of role of Executive Senators: Balance out officers, provide diverse perspective, have vote, represent Senate, be Officer confidante, provide history of Senate, behind scenes facilitator of conversation, front line volunteers, moderator. I hope some of you can



present some ideas for the coming Executive Senators in the second meeting. I Hope to build a good, helpful, constructive relationship. Husky Sunrise was really overwhelming so I hope we can rely on your [Executive Senators] presence and help throughout the year. Sarah Loeffler Overall all the things you guys said is what we want to move forward with. This year we want to make GPSS more present on campus. Sometimes we feel overwhelmed with what we are doing so Executive guidance is crucial. Having Executive Senators more involved in meetings would be something good to bring back. It would be great if the Executive Senators could encourage their own departments to volunteer. So something like Husky Sunrise where we were shorthanded won’t happen again. When bringing on new Senators we can present this position as a leadership role and explain responsibilities. Elloise Kim Don’t hesitate to ask officers about projects you are interested in. Hope we can be a team by helping each other. Sarah Loeffler If there is something you want to do such as programming or being in a committee jump in. We would love all support and help. We really appreciate it. Laura Taylor It feels like there is a bit contention in the room about Husky Sunrise. I wasn’t aware that volunteering at Husky Sunrise was expected of me until I arrived. I felt a you vs. us mentality. I all of a sudden felt like I wasn’t living up to expectations. Sarah Loeffler I apologize if you feel that way that wasn’t what was meant. Before there wasn’t a set expectation so it would have been impossible to predict what was expected. Executive Senators are roles that have gone a certain way historically but there has never been a guiding framework so no way for Executive Senators to know. I want Executive Senators to feel like representatives of the Senate and to be at events. I apologize if it feels contentious. We want to reestablish role of Executive Senators on a good note and have Executive Senators tell us what their roles should be. So we can move forward and make all our roles very positive. Elloise Kim We appreciate your participation and help at events. It’s not required but it’s a good expectation to have. Sarah Loeffler Also, communication, let us know if you can or can’t be there so when we are scrambling the day of we don’t have a misunderstanding. Elloise Kim Laura don’t feel targeted. Erin Firth Husky sunrise is always the first event of the quarter and so it usually is just crazy. Usually, the first event we host doesn’t always go horribly but its chaotic. Usually after first event communication is amped up. Kelly Edwards This is only our third Husky Sunrise and it is a great event. There was a great turnout and students felt good about it. Congrats on a great event! Also, it should be an agenda items for the GPSS in June to help organize events a bit earlier to save some of the scramble at



the beginning of the year. There are things we can do to frontload before officer turnover. Overall event was a success.



7. Memorandum on GPSS Executive Senator Term



6:55 PM



Elloise Kim Currently GPSS bylaws doesn’t explain how long Executive Senator term might be. Erin mentioned that sometimes prolonged unchallenged positon may not do the best service for Senate. As a kind of checkpoint of Executive Senator performance and excellence there will be reelections. Initial term for Executive Senators will be two years. After the term the position will be announced as vacant and open for election. The current Executive Senator may run to be reelected. There is a high chance that current Executive Senators will be challenged for their role. Laura Taylor If this is passed will the Executive Senators that have already been here for two years need to go through reelection this fall? Elloise Kim No, that would be too hectic maybe at the end of the year reelection will occur. So there will be no definite limit to number of terms an executive senator can serve just the time period of a term.



8. Memorandum on GPSS Liaison Term



7:05 PM



Elloise Kim We are not saying definite term that each liaison can serve on special commitments and boards. Initial term for newly appointed liaison is one calendar year. By end of spring the term will end, they can then be reappointed. In the case of special committees and boards, SAF, STF, PACS, campus sustainability funds, board of trustees of the U-book store, the bylaws state their term will be limited only to two years. Only if their position is extremely important with special approval of the Executive Senators can their position be extended by 1 year. Sarah Loeffler Term is two full years. Joseph Telegen Does there need to be something that clarifies that it’s okay if somebody runs and can’t complete full two years of service?



Erin Firth Language says shall not serve beyond two years unless given special extension so we should be good. Elloise Kim I am planning on creating Executive term and liaison term a part of bylaws when bylaws are amended in spring. I hope that we can have them in a form of memorandum so they can be policy of GPSS then be fully part of bylaws in spring.



9. Three Memoranda



7:18 PM



Laura Taylor I move to approve the Memorandums as given.



Erin Firth Seconds.



10. Oct. 5 Senate Meeting Agenda



7:19 PM



Made some agenda changes, agenda is available online. Erin Firth moves to approve agenda for Oct. 5th meeting. Joseph Telegen Seconds.



10.Executive Senator Reports



7:25PM



Joseph Telegen Happy that Taylor is here and won highly contended election. Husky Sunrise went well. Make sure to have record of promotion for this Husky Sunrise so promotion can be replicated in future. Did a couple of orientations. He likes to do Program Reviews. Has a few resolutions he’s thinking about for the end of the year that have to do with UW police type of stuff. At one of Joseph’s orientations affirmative consent was mentioned by UWPD and he wants to have a clearly articulated definition of it available. Will talk to Leigh Friedman about the definition. Jennifer Kirk Almost done with census report needs to look up something on president’s email (needs to know when people were sent invitations to do survey). Did a couple of orientations as well and met a UWPD officer who is becoming UWPD outreach officer Simon Philips and he is doing presentations at many of the orientations and his presentation is really good. She thinks we should have police come in to GPSS. Simon was super excited to talk to GPSS. Erin Firth Efforts to make single occupancy bathrooms all gendered which should have been done about six months ago to comply with city law is still ongoing, slowly. Idenfity.uw.edu is finally incorporating preferred names across multiple systems. 5 or 6



systems need to be updated in order to make students feel comfortable and sometimes not feel dangerously outed. 152nd school in nation to do this. Funding committees starting to ramp up now. GPSS funding committee ramping up now and SAF/ STF ramping up soon. Available to talk to over email. Laura Taylor No report.



11.Officer Reports



7:35 PM



Sarah Loeffler Husky Sunrise was super successful. Over 810 people that we counted. Ordered food for 700 that lasted till the end. Also, had mimosas for 600-700 which ran to end and we ran out of orange juice first. 24 different RSOs/departments came and joined resource fair. Had 21 VIPS that had not previously come, had Harry the Husky. Had chance to talk to RSOs and many said this is the biggest outreach they have had all year so far. Erin Firth In terms of VIPs it would be good to keep track of what percent of departments VIPs were represented then looking historically seeing which have continued to show up and which haven’t every year. Sarah Loeffler Looking historically is hard because not many people keep track of everything but new director of events Tori is keeping track of everything. Also, Executive Senators can always suggest invites for events. Two programs previously under my position G3 and Program Reviews are going through revamping stage G3 is more or less going away in current form. So we are creating website with mentoring resources for people. We sent letter to mentors letting them know that what we are doing is encourage people to use website resources then work with an individual who can potentially go departmentally and share best practices between programs that have really good mentoring systems and departments that don’t have any. Programs review is on hold for this year with GPSS involvement. Elloise and Sarah are working on maintaining student voice in Program Reviews. In general restructuring Program Reviews. Also she is hiring one more staff position, Director of Graduate Partnerships. Their role this year is a lot of program development and working with Sarah and the graduate school, particularly for Programs Reviews, new committees, Graduate student experience committees, and surveys. James Moschella Will ask people to be available next Friday on Oct. 7th they are welcome to bring a plus one. The Senate can also go to any panels. If you have any question for national groups people can tell James and he can bring it up in discussion. WSA had a board meeting last weekend that brought up a lot of things on sexual violence prevention. WSA concerned about a tuition raise of 2.1 % a lot of debate about inflation and tying things to median household income. Nothing substantive was done on the tuition raise topic. Met with



representative Gerry Pollet. Tuition for graduate students is now on the agenda. Preparing docket on elections and research for upcoming quarter on tuition and state loan refinancing program for graduate students. Job is posted for Legislative Affairs Director (Previously policy analyst). Wants to commend ASUW OGR on voter registration drive it has gone on without a hitch Also, they came out to Husky Sunrise. Also, health insurance for graduate students is changing there is word out by treasury and HFS that technically they can’t provide insurance to graduate students. Don’t have answer about insurance issue but it is technically in violation of affordable care act so union will have big fight with that. So James is staying on the back burner of that issue for now but keep an eye out for that. Vetlife has been worked with closely and the bill to bring in a mental health counselor has spiraled into a 1.6 million dollars ask for mental health counselors for all schools which personally is a harder ask to get through on a budget year. We are meeting in the future and Vetlife now has employed a lobbyist so there will probably be a joined lobbying in winter session. James also started preparing draft legislative agenda and come first senate meeting we will bring up opening on the Advisory board for the State Legislative and Federal Legislative. Erin Firth Are there any networking events that are good? James Moschella There is a lobbying and advocacy panel that will be hosted by Sage’s advisory board that is the Associate Vice President for research at Texas-Austin, the Director of Government Relations for Boeing here in Seattle, as well as Randy Hodgins who is the Director of External Relations. Randy Siebert The website is up, there is still a lot of stuff to put on it. Hopefully it will be finished by Friday. Orientations are pretty much done, handed out pretty much all brochures. She is finalizing the room for next week’s Senate meeting, it will probably be in the Intellectual House. Elloise Kim Watch out for Randy’s email. Last spring GPSS couldn’t find any room in the HUB for the upcoming meeting. Randy Siebert So just the next meeting will be in the Intellectual House. All other meetings will be in the HUB in room 334.



Michaella Rogers Is catching up on training with Renee, planning for the year. Also, she is hiring a Budget Specialist, 10-hours a week the application is up on Husky Jobs. Also, ramping up on finance and the budget an Travel Grants. If anyone wants to join they are welcome to. Travel grant application are up on website, deadlines not yet set since she needs to check with Renee and finalize time of meetings before they can set deadlines. She is also working with Abe to get ready for SAF committee and working with people in STF to get started on the right foot this year.



Elloise Kim Major news from September Board of Regents meeting, merge of school of dentistry and school of medicine program between Gonzaga and UW in Spokane. Great program with lots of students hoping to serve rural areas in need. Working with lots of people around the TA cut issue to figure out what is next moving forward not just about recent issues but for the future direction of the whole school in general. The Board of Trustees meeting of UWAA was really interesting, it was a great chance to see what kind of relationship we can have with the Alumni association. If you have any good idea about how to utilize networking and resource system, they already have for the benefit of graduate students then let me know. Tons of meeting, and networking meetings. Husky Sunrise was good! Hopes that next meeting will be done in under two hours next time.



12.Announcements



7:55 PM



Taylor Beardall Is the ASUW Liaison. Is here as resource to provide the undergraduate perspective and also to remind GPSS that all events/things made by ASUW apply to graduate students as well. The first ASUW Senate meeting is on Oct. 11th there they will vote on a liaison to GPSS. ASUW board meetings are now at 5:30 pm if anyone is ever planning to come. Voted on WSA membership so we are good to go to work with GPSS. ASUW is Working on app with the communications department to showcase programs and make records a little more transparent so if any GPSS members would like to be looped in on that it could be a potential collaboration to have a united student government place. Also ASUW has fund called Husky Pride fund in the past it has been way for graduate and undergraduate students to apply for funding for study abroad. The fund will now be transitioned to an emergency housing fund. Now students will be able to live in the residence halls with this grant. It will be fully functioning next year and graduate students can apply as well. ASUW is taking part in a PAC-12 initiative against sexual assault with all other PAC-12 schools and so I’ll keep you updated on that if graduate students want to be involved we will be having social media blasts and events for that. Erin Firth For the records part that might be something where the recent electronic clicker proposal could work alongside GPSS since there is supposed to be software to rework current system. This new system should be shared so it would help in unifying the student governments.



13.Adjournment Erin Frith moves to adjourn the meeting. Joseph Telegen seconds.



8:01 PM
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